We adapt the time-evolving block decimation (TEBD) algorithm, originally devised to simulate the dynamics of 1D quantum systems, to simulate the time-evolution of non-equilibrium stochastic systems. We describe this method in detail; a system's probability distribution is represented by a matrix product state (MPS) of finite dimension and then its time-evolution is efficiently simulated by repeatedly updating and approximately refactorizing this representation. We examine the use of MPS as an approximation method, looking at parallels between the interpretations of applying it to quantum state vectors and probability distributions. In the context of stochastic systems we consider two types of factorization for use in the TEBD algorithm: non-negative matrix factorization (NMF), which ensures that the approximate probability distribution is manifestly non-negative, and the singular value decomposition (SVD). Comparing these factorizations we find the accuracy of the SVD to be substantially greater than current NMF algorithms. We then apply TEBD to simulate the totally asymmetric simple exclusion process (TASEP) for systems of up to hundreds of lattice sites in size. Using exact analytic results for the TASEP steady state, we find that TEBD reproduces this state such that the error in calculating expectation values can be made negligible, even when severely compressing the description of the system by restricting the dimension of the MPS to be very small. Out of the steady state we show for specific observables that expectation values converge as the dimension of the MPS is increased to a moderate size.
I. INTRODUCTION
Non-equilibrium stochastic systems have attracted interest for two key reasons. Firstly, they exhibit a wealth of nontrivial phenomena, not observed in equilibrium systems, such as boundary-induced phase transitions [1] and infinite range correlations [2] . Secondly, systems far away from equilibrium have applications in describing a variety of driven diffusive processes, including vehicular traffic flow [3] [4] [5] and biological transport [6] [7] [8] [9] . There exists a range of analytical approaches with which to address such systems, including matrix product methods [10, 11] and the Bethe ansatz [12] . However, there is no complete analytical framework for nonequilibrium systems, especially away from the steady state, which increases the importance of numerical techniques.
To simulate these systems, we adapt the time-evolving block decimation (TEBD) algorithm, a well established numerical technique for studying the time-evolution of quantum systems [13, 14] . TEBD has been used to compute the dynamics of spin chains [14] [15] [16] and the Bose Hubbard model [17, 18] , which describes an array of 1D quantum systems including cold atoms in optical lattices [19] . The algorithm provides access to various dynamical properties like atomic many-body currents [20] , non-linear responses to driving fields [21] and the formation and transport of quasiparticles [22, 23] . The adaption we present here simulates the time-evolution of non-equilibrium stochastic systems, and we refer to it as classical TEBD (cTEBD).
The principle method used to simulate non-equilibrium sys- * Electronic address: t.johnson1@physics.ox.ac.uk tems is dynamic Monte Carlo (DMC), first introduced by [24] , and two recent examples can be found in [25, 26] . cTEBD provides a means of calculating expectation values in a fundamentally different way to DMC simulations. The latter averages over observable values calculated from many trajectories, each a possible evolution of the system, while here we evolve an approximation to the probability distribution of the system from which observable values are calculated. The motivation is to provide a complimentary method to DMC with a contrasting source of error; rather than insufficient sampling we deal with errors arising from approximating a probability distribution by a matrix product state (MPS) [27] [28] [29] [30] .
Related to TEBD and MPS, a family of numerical techniques originally devised to calculate ground state properties of quantum systems, and later applied to classical nonequilibrium systems, is the density matrix renormalisation group (DMRG) methods [31] [32] [33] . The application of DMRG methods to stochastic non-equilibrium systems in [34] [35] [36] suggest that probability distributions of many systems may be approximated well by MPS of small dimension. However, DMRG methods may only be applied to steady states of stochastic systems, not general dynamics which we address in this paper. Also, as shown in [35] for the reactiondiffusion model, they face numerical instabilities for large systems, arising from non-Hermitian diagonalization.
A key premise that motivates us to adapt the quantum TEBD algorithm is that a large class of Markovian stochastic systems evolve according to a Schrödinger-like equation [37, 38] . In this case the evolution is in imaginary time and governed by a non-Hermitian stochastic Hamiltonian. We demonstrate how this similarity between quantum and stochastic evolution can be exploited by applying cTEBD to the totally asymmetric simple exclusion process arXiv:1006.2639v1 [cond-mat.stat-mech] 14 Jun 2010
FIG. 1: (Color online)
The TASEP is a paradigm of stochastic nonequilibrium systems. Three Poisson processes contribute to the dynamics of the system. Particles are injected into the first site with rate α if it is empty and ejected from the N-th site with rate β if occupied. Finally, particles in the -th site hop to the ( + 1)-th site with a rate γ if that site is empty, resulting in flow from left to right.
(TASEP) [39, 40] . The TASEP, shown schematically in Fig. 1 , is the quintessential driven particle hopping system. Such systems share the following features: particles occupy a 1D lattice; the boundary sites are connected to particle reservoirs, so particles are injected and ejected there; and a hopping process causes particles to move through the lattice (see [41, 42] for reviews). Simple particle hopping systems have drawn much attention, like the Ising and Heisenberg models of equilibrium statistical physics [43] , because they are archetypal of non-equilibrium physics. Importantly, the TASEP has a Hamiltonian that consists of single-site and two-site nearestneighbor terms only [10, 44] . Using this, we will outline how the cTEBD algorithm approximately time-evolves a probability distribution by the repeated application of two-site nearestneighbor operators, each of which affects only the matrices of the MPS associated with those two sites. After each twosite operation the algorithm ensures that the description of the system remains compressed by using a matrix factorization, returning it to an MPS. We have adapted the TEBD to allow for a range of factorizations to be used as part of the algorithm, and choosing which factorization is the key element in determining the computational cost and accuracy of cTEBD.
The two candidates we focus on are the singular value decomposition (SVD) [45] and the non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [46, 47] , which by restricting the matrices of the MPS to be non-negative (called an sMPS) allows for an information theoretic interpretation, as recently investigated in [48] . We compare the performance of these two factorizations and find that while SVD algorithms are well developed, stable and efficient, current NMF algorithms are unable to identify accurate factorizations, due to the non-convexity of the task.
As a result we focus on the SVD-based cTEBD algorithm and investigate its performance in simulating the TASEP. We look in detail at the two main sources of error: the Trotter error, which is due to approximating the evolution over each time-step by a sequence of two-site operations, and the truncation error, due to compressing the state to an MPS of small dimension. For small systems we show how these errors behave, as well as some bounds on them, and then analyze how these results scale with the system size up to hundreds of lattice sites. The results obtained promise that cTEBD could be applicable to and accurate in simulating a wide range of nonequilibrium systems.
The structure of the paper is as follows: We review MPS, their construction and physical interpretation in Sec. (II). Next, in Sec. (III) we show how MPS can be evolved efficiently and discuss the properties of two factorization methods for use in cTEBD, namely NMF and SVD. The TASEP and its mathematical representation are introduced in Sec. (IV). In Sec. (V) we compare the performance of cTEBD with NMF and SVD, before focusing on the errors of the SVD-based algorithm for small systems. We then go on to apply cTEBD to the study of larger systems in Sec. (VI) before presenting our conclusions and outlook for future work in Sec. (VII).
II. MATRIX PRODUCT STATES
Matrix product states are essentially a special structure for approximating vectors in extremely high dimension vector spaces, which typically arise from the tensor product of smaller vector spaces. Since our use of MPS for stochastic systems is motivated by and in many ways analogous to their use in 1D quantum systems, we begin by introducing MPS first for quantum state vectors [13, 49, 50] and then in the context of probability distributions.
A. Quantum systems
To illustrate MPS in their most general form we consider a quantum system composed of N sites each with a local ddimensional Hilbert space. An arbitrary quantum state of this system | ψ , normalized according to the L 2 -norm as | ψ 2 = 1, can be expressed as
are the set of orthonormal configuration states. Since | ψ inhabits the tensor product vector space (C d ) ⊗N , whose dimension grows exponentially with N as d N , an exact description of its amplitudes ψ i rapidly becomes intractable with increasing N. To attempt to overcome this scaling, we expand ψ i as has no correlations between different sites, while the MPS describing a vector with arbitrarily strong correlations may need matrix dimensions χ up to X ≡ min d , d N− , and so scale exponentially with the system size N. Thus in describing arbitrary vectors an MPS description offers no advantage. The utility of an MPS formulation, however, is based precisely on the fact that physical states have a structure which allows for a near exact MPS description while restricting χ ≤ χ with χ much smaller than the largest X . For quantum systems, correlations in a many-body state | ψ are quantified by the entanglement entropy and this in turn has a rigorous connection to the required MPS dimension χ [13, 51] . This is shown by first splitting the system into two contiguous blocks
, where i and j label configurations of the two subsystems and ψ is now the reshaped d × d N− matrix of amplitudes. To expose the correlations of this state an SVD [45] is performed which factorizes ψ = UDV † , where U and V are unitary matrices and D is a diagonal matrix with real non-negative elements. This establishes a so-called Schmidt decomposition [52] of | ψ as
Here {| L 
The mutual information between the subsystems L [ ] and R [ ] is equal to twice the entanglement entropy [53] , given by
The size of the entanglement entropy between a subsystem and the rest of the system for ground states has been extensively studied in the context of area laws (see [54] for a review). These have shown that S LR should scale with the boundary connecting the two parts up to logarithmic corrections at criticality, and area laws therefore severely limit the entanglement entropy physical systems can possess. For quantum spin chains with short-range interactions the area law is manifested in an extremely rapid decay of the Schmidt coefficients {λ [14] . An immediate consequence of this is that an accurate (un-normalized) approximation |ψ [ ] of | ψ can be formed by truncating the sum in Eq. (2) to the first χ terms [14] as
The error made in computing the expectation value of any quantum mechanical observable with |ψ [ ] rather than | ψ is bounded by the L 2 -norm of the residual [52] , given by
and is therefore small if the sum of the squares of the truncated Schmidt coefficients is small [14] . These observations can be directly related to an MPS, as described in Appendix A, by applying this decomposition and truncation in an iterative sequence to all contiguous bipartitions to form an approximation |ψ [13] . This approximation is an MPS of the form of Eq. (1) but with a maximum matrix dimension χ. The errors in this case are bounded by the singular values [51] as
A rapid decay of {λ [ ] µ } with µ for each bipartition thus enables χ to be kept small while retaining a high accuracy, and results in an MPS description parameterized by O(Ndχ 2 ) complex numbers [14] . This near lossless compression of the information in {ψ i } for physically relevant vectors is responsible for the enormous success of the MPS approach used within DMRG [31, 32] and TEBD methods [13, 14] .
B. Classical systems
The general MPS formalism introduced can equally be applied to stochastic classical systems. We now consider a system of N sites each with d local configurations. The state of the system is then described by a probability vector | P = ∑ i P i | i with d N real non-negative components {P i } corresponding to the probabilities of the system being in each of the configurations {i}. Classical states | P are therefore contained in the positive orthant of the vector space (R d ) ⊗N and are normalized according to the L 1 -norm as | P 1 = 1. An immediate restriction to real matrices {A [ ]i } within the MPS expansion in Eq. (1) can be made in this case. A major question which we will address in this work is whether it is necessary, or indeed desirable, to further restrict the matrices to be non-negative. To do so manifestly ensures that the sMPS approximation to | P never leaves the positive orthant. Early exact analytical calculations based on an MPS formalism were sMPS [10] .
For classical systems a similar link between the dimension χ required and correlations in | P can be established by working exclusively with non-negative quantities. As before, we bipartition the system after site into two contiguous blocks
Temme and Verstraete in [48] , we may draw a close analogy to the Schmidt form of a quantum state via a decomposition of P as 
where
R (j|µ)} respectively, similar in form to the Schmidt decomposition in Eq. (2) except that | P is expanded in terms of non-negative vectors rather than orthonormal ones. In this case the mutual information is upper-bounded by the entropy of the mixing probability distribution [48] , given by
Akin to the truncation of a Schmidt decomposition, an (un-normalized) approximation |P [ ] to | P can be formed by truncating the decomposition in Eq. (4) to the first χ terms, while the L 1 -norm of the residual is
In Appendix B we show that for classical systems the error made in computing any observable is upper-bounded by the L 1 -norm error of the probability vector, analogous to the role of the L 2 -distance for quantum systems. The decomposition Eq. (4) is in general non-unique and the most significant decomposition at this bipartition is the one with the spectrum {p [ ] µ } that has the smallest entropy S C , called the entropy cost [48] . This suggests that the entropy cost S C should be considered analogous to the entanglement entropy S LR since it quantifies both the quality of approximation and correlations. However, since S C only upper-bounds the mutual information the connection between correlations and truncation errors is substantially weaker than that seen in the quantum case. Just like for quantum systems, repeated application of the decomposition in Eq. (5) at all bipartitions can be used to build an approximate sMPS |P , and in [48] it was shown that the error is bounded by
Exact sMPS solutions for TASEP stationary states find that the entropy minimizing spectrum decays very quickly [48] thus indicating in a similar way to the quantum case that a small χ can be chosen while maintaining an accurate description.
In this work we note that each decomposition Eq. (4) is in fact precisely equivalent to an exact NMF of the matrix P, analogous to performing an SVD in the quantum case. The exact NMF can be written as P = UDV T where the columns of U and V are the normalized non-negative probability vectors in the decomposition Eq. (5) While the NMF may be a more natural choice for decomposing probability vectors at a formal level, it is perfectly possible to employ SVDs on | P in precisely the same way as for a quantum state. The L 2 -norm error is given by Eq. (3), and the L 2 -norm upper-bounds the more relevant L 1 -norm with a factor of the square root of the dimension of the vector space [45] , hence for the approximation |P built in this way
The SVD approach has two pleasing features: firstly, it is unique, and secondly, given 
for any 1 ≤ χ ≤ X . Thus the L 2 -norm error of a truncated SVD will always be less than that of a truncated NMF or any other factorization of the same rank. This ensures that if there exists an exact MPS of some dimension χ then there also exists an exact SVD-MPS of dimension χ or less. A powerful feature of the SVD is the orthogonality constraint on the singular vectors (the columns of U and V ). However, this typically results in the U and V matrices having elements of mixed signs, even for non-negative P, and so does not permit any obvious information theoretic interpretation of the components of the decomposition, as exists for an NMF. This also means that when | P is truncated to form |P [ ] , negative probabilities may enter our description. The maximum negativity of any element of
Thus while non-negativity is not conserved it is controlled by a similar criterion to the accuracy of the factorization, namely the smallness of the truncated singular values. This bound is loose, for example in the worst case limit of truncation to χ = 1 non-negativity is in fact preserved due to the PerronFrobenius theorem [57] which ensures that both the left and right singular vectors associated to the largest singular value of a non-negative matrix are themselves non-negative.
III. TIME-EVOLVING BLOCK DECIMATION
We have seen that MPS can provide an accurate and efficient description of some probability distributions. Our purpose for this section is to review the TEBD algorithm, originally devised to update a quantum MPS under unitary time-evolution [13, 14, 18] , but now paying specific attention to issues arising from its use on classical stochastic systems. Analogous to quantum systems, the evolution of a large class of stochastic systems, for a time t, is performed by | P(t) = exp(Ht)| P [37, 38] . The evolution in this case is stochastic and H is a stochastic Hamiltonian, the properties of which will be discussed in Sec. (IV).
A. Time-evolving the state
For anything but the smallest systems neither | P nor the full stochastic evolution operator exp(Ht) can be represented exactly. Having applied an MPS to tackle the description of | P we now follow the standard approach used for similar quantum evolutions [14] , namely breaking it up into n small time-steps δt = t/n as exp(Ht) = ∏ n j=1 exp(Hδt) and then splitting exp(Hδt) into a product of two-site operators. To do the latter we first restrict ourselves to considering stochastic Hamiltonians H composed of a sum of nearest-neighbor two-site terms {h , +1 } as
where we have incorporated any single-site terms into {h , +1 }. The TASEP is in this restricted class [10, 44] . We can proceed to split up exp(Hδt) via a second-order SuzukiTrotter expansion [58] as
which represents an approximation because overlapping terms, e.g. h , +1 and h +1, +2 , do not generally commute. This expansion therefore applies a sequence of two-site nearest-neighbor stochastic operators S = exp(h , +1 δt/2) sweeping across pairs of sites, as depicted in Fig. 3(a) . A consequence of this expansion is that the approximation of exp(Ht) remains stochastic and so preserves the L 1 -norm and non-negativity of a probability vector | P . In Appendix C we show that for stochastic systems, the corresponding L 1 -norm error incurred by using this expansion, which we call the Trotter error, scales at worst as E ST ∼ tδt 2 .
B. Applying a two-site stochastic operator
The core of the TEBD algorithm is a procedure for applying a two-site nearest-neighbor operator to an MPS and performing a systematic truncation of the result back into an MPS of dimension χ [13, 14] . Using this procedure then allows the sequence of operators S making up the Trotterized approximation to exp(Hδt) to be approximately applied to | P . Given an MPS of form Fig. 3(b) . This forms a new order-4 tensor associated to these sites with the contraction written out explicitly as
The resulting state S | P , depicted in step (ii) of Fig. 3(b) , no longer has a proper MPS form due to the presence of a structureless two-site Θ tensor. To establish an MPS form we first reshape the Θ tensor into a conventional matrix by combining the indices (i , ν) and (i +1 , µ) into so-called fat indices which represent the row and columns respectively, as depicted in step (iii) of Fig. 3(b) . The resulting Θ matrix is then subject to a matrix factorization which approximately decomposes it into the formΘ = UDV T , where D is a R χ×χ diagonal matrix, U ∈ R dχ×χ ,V ∈ R dχ×χ and χ is the desired MPS dimension. This is step (iv) in Fig. 3(b) and is the most computationally expensive part of the procedure, requiring a number of computations O(d 3 χ 3 ) for the SVD. After absorbing D into either the U or V T matrix according to the direction of the Trotter sweep, the matrices are reshaped into order-3 tensors A [ ] and A [ +1] . In this way, as shown in step (v) of Fig. 3(b) , the factorization is used to impose internal structure on the original Θ tensor and by replacing Θ with the new tensors establishes a proper MPS for S | p . Crucially, however, the factorization also provides the means of truncating the MPS dimension to some desired maximum χ, controlling the growth of the description at the expense of becoming an approximation. We call the L 1 -norm error due to these approximate factorizations the truncation error E tr and we discuss the calculation of quantities which bound this error in Appendix C. In Sec. (II) we have studied the analytic properties of the SVD and NMF factorizations, while now we focus on the numerical properties of these factorizations and their accuracy when used in the two-site procedure described above.
Non-negative matrix factorization
There is no known algorithm for finding (non-trivial) exact NMF solutions for a given m × n non-negative matrix Θ, despite their existence [59] , and so an NMF based approximation cannot currently proceed by truncation from an exact factorization. Instead an approximationΘ = W H T is formed, where W and H are non-negative matrices, by solving directly the reduced rank minimization problem
where F(Θ,W H T ) is a cost function that quantifies the quality of the approximation to Θ. By forming diagonal matrices D W and D H containing the column sums of W and H any NMF can be brought into the formΘ = UDV T where D is a diagonal matrix D = D W D H , satisfying tr(D) = ∑ ij Θ ij , and U and V are column stochastic [55] . Common choices for F are
which are the L 2 -norm of the residual reshaped as a vector | Θ − |Θ 2 , the generalized Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [72] , and the L 1 -norm | Θ − |Θ 1 , respectively [60] . A crucial issue for any minimization algorithm based on these cost functions is that although they are convex for W and H separately they are not convex for W and H simultaneously, meaning the problem can have many local minima. A common strategy for minimization is to alternate the optimization between W and H while the other is fixed, however such algorithms can, at best, only guarantee convergence to a local minimum. Furthermore there is no guarantee that the global minimum, if located, is unique. The non-uniqueness of an NMF is evident given that any R χ×χ + non-negative monomial matrix M can also form an alternative NMF asΘ = W MM −1 H T . In Appendix D we outline some popular and simple NMF algorithms. From numerical test we have found, as expected, that the L 1 -norm minimizing NMF algorithms consistently deliver the smallest L 1 -norm errors and so we concentrate on this cost function.
Singular value decomposition
For any real m × n matrix Θ there exists an SVD of the form Θ = UDV T , where U and V are R m×X and R n×X orthogonal matrices respectively, and X = min(m, n) is the maximum possible rank of Θ [45] . In this context D is a R X×X diagonal matrix of non-negative singular values {λ µ } arranged in nonincreasing order with µ, and the columns of U and V are the singular vectors. In contrast to the NMF, the SVD is a unique decomposition up to the signs of its left and right singular vectors. These properties, as well as the Eckart-Young theorem in Eq. (7), not only make the SVD very mathematically appealing but have also aided in the construction of efficient, accurate and numerically robust algorithms for their computation [45] . The L 2 -norm minimizing rank-χ approximationΘ is formed by truncating the inner dimension in the SVD from X to χ.
C. Optimality of factorizations within cTEBD
For the calculation of arbitrary expectation values, we would like to minimize the distance between | P and its cTEBD approximation | Q . Within cTEBD it is the local Θ tensor that is factorized, and discussions in the previous section explain how the algorithms will attempt to solve for the optimality of the approximationΘ to the Θ tensor. Here, we examine the optimality of this factorization for the distance between | P and | Q .
A unique property of the L 2 -norm is that it is unitarily invariant and so we are free to evaluate it in any orthonormal basis. For this reason the SVD truncationΘ of Θ, which minimizes the corresponding local error | Θ − |Θ 2 , also minimizes the global error | P − | Q 2 between the corresponding vectors, so long as the indices ofΘ and Θ correspond to an orthonormal basis. In Appendix A we discuss the orthonormality constraints that the tensors {A [ ] } need to obey for this to be the case. In the context of classical systems, where inherently non-unitary local stochastic operators are applied [73] , maintaining such orthonormal properties of the tensors {A [ ] } is by no means guaranteed. Yet it turns out that by applying the two-site operators in a sweeping sequence across the system the relevant bases for each pair are always orthonormal and the SVD truncation is optimal for each operation [61] . This is described in detail in Fig. 4 . The second-order SuzukiTrotter expansion introduced earlier is based precisely on such a sweep and is therefore an ideal choice for implementing generic non-unitary evolution on an MPS if the L 2 -distance is the cost function to be minimized. For cTEBD based on sMPS and NMFs, orthogonality is less useful since in general it cannot be imposed on an sMPS due to its non-negativity, and moreover the L 1 -norm minimized by the NMF is not unitarily invariant. Despite the lack of optimality the L 1 -norm error of an NMF of the local Θ tensorΘ can be shown to upper-bound the full L 1 -norm error of the vectors. To see this we use the fact that the full L 1 -norm between the exact vector | P and the approximate one | Q simplifies in matrix product form because the sMPS of the two states differ only for the two sites ( , + 1) on which an operator is applied,
Here we have used the non-negativity of tensors {A [ ] } along with the fact that the left
products, where
, form a row and column vector, respectively, composed of non-negative elements ≤ 1. The last line is then the L 1 -norm of the local tensor approximation minimized by the NMF, reshaped as a vector.
IV. THE TASEP
Having introduced cTEBD, the rest of this paper deals with analyzing the performance of cTEBD on a test system, the TASEP, which we describe in Fig. 1 . For a detailed review of the TASEP we refer the reader to [39, 40] , but for our purpose it is sufficient to note that the steady state of the system has been solved analytically [10] , while numerical simulations are needed to calculate arbitrary expectation values away from steady state. Like many of the particle hopping systems, the TASEP is modeled as a chain of N lattice sites, each of which can be in one of d configurations, and thus can be described by the formalism introduced in Sec. (II B). For the TASEP d = 2 and the local configurations i = 0, 1 correspond to empty and occupied sites respectively. As for a large class of stochastic systems with configurations connected by Poisson processes, the probabilities of being in each complete configuration {P i (t)} evolve according to a master equation of the form
where R i→i is the Poisson rate governing the transition from i to i [11] . The first term on the right hand side gives the rate of transitions into configuration i and the second gives the rate of leaving it.
We may rewrite such a master equation Eq. (10) as a stochastic Schrödinger equation [37, 38] of the form
where the stochastic Hamiltonian H is defined by
The probability vector describing stochastic systems therefore undergoes non-unitary evolution via a Schrödinger equation in imaginary time with a non-Hermitian stochastic Hamiltonian. From Eqs. (11) a stochastic Hamiltonian has non-negative off-diagonal elements, a consequence of the non-negativity of transition rates, and non-positive diagonal elements to ensure the conservation of probability
It has been shown in [62] that there always exists a stationary state, an eigenvector of H corresponding to a zero eigenvalue, and this vector is unique if H is strongly connected, i.e. all configurations are accessible, which is true of the TASEP. This implies ergodicity; after long times it will arrive at a distribution independent of its initial state. The Hamiltonian for the TASEP can be written as
where the single-site terms h 1 and h N describe the input and output of particles and the two-site nearest-neighbor terms {h , +1 } describe the hopping. The Hamiltonian terms can be calculated using Eqs. (11) and are given in [44] . So evolution is generated by a stochastic operator of the form considered in Sec. (III A). For simplicity we take time t to be in units of the inverse of the hopping rate γ −1 and set γ = 1. Two observables that we will be particularly interested in are the density at site , ρ , which is equal to the local configuration i , and the current between site and + 1, J , equal to 1 if i = 1, i +1 = 0, and 0 otherwise.
V. SMALL SYSTEM ANALYSIS A. Comparison of the NMF and SVD for the TASEP
A physically relevant comparison of the NMF and SVD can be made by considering the probability distribution of the TASEP stationary state. The L 1 -norm errors for the SVD and NMF approximations to this probability distribution bipartitioned at centre of the system are presented in Fig. 5(a) for α = β = 1 and N = 10. This shows that the SVD is exact up to machine precision once χ > 5 indicating that the stationary state has weak enough correlations to permit a considerable amount of compression. The NMF fails to identify an accurate solution as χ is increased, due to issues with local minima, and gives an error which levels off above 10 −3 . Note also that negativity of the approximation found from the SVD only occurs for χ = 2 and is several orders of magnitude smaller than the overall L 1 -norm error. Finally, the upper-bound to the L 1 -norm error for the SVD truncation, computed from the L 2 -norm error, is also plotted and seen to provide a reasonably tight upper-bound.
To move beyond a single matrix factorization we have also tested how the NMF and SVD behave when used repeatedly to simulate time-evolution. We applied cTEBD to the TASEP model, in which the two sets of 5 sites on either side of the central bipartition of a 10-site system were merged so only this single bipartition was considered. A calculation of the time-evolution was performed up to a time t = N, using both factorizations with χ = 3. At this level of truncation the SVD performed roughly the same as the NMF in the stationary state, as seen in Fig. 5(a) . The results for this time-evolution are shown in Fig. 5(b) . Initially, the system is in a χ = 1 state but the NMF fails to find accurate decompositions at small times, while the SVD succeeds. At later times the difference in errors at each time-step reduce to an order of magnitude. To examine the optimality issue explained in Sec. (III C) we have repeated the calculation, this time using a full 10-site matrix product decimation. We found that while both NMF and SVD errors are slightly worse when decimation occurs at each bipartition, this is not more serious for the NMF than the SVD algorithm, as demonstrated in Fig. 5(c) . Rather than optimality, the problem faced using current NMF algorithms is the plateau in accuracy seen for increasing χ. This not only prevents any improvements, in contrast to the SVD, but causes unnecessary accumulation of error. Also to support the use of the SVD, it is found that even with χ = 3 the evolution never produces any negative probabilities over this time. These results strongly suggest that the potential for negativity when using the SVD within the cTEBD framework does not present a serious obstacle. For this reason we shall, from this point on, focus on SVD-based decimation. 
B. Behavior of cTEBD errors
We now examine in detail the behavior of the different types of errors of SVD-based cTEBD for small systems, in preparation for studying the behavior of the same errors for larger systems in the next section. As a demonstration of the relationship between different error measures we show in Fig. 6(a) the L 1 and L 2 -norm errors of a simulation of the initially empty 15-site TASEP over a time t = 20N. Also in the figure we have plotted the expectation value errors of three observables: an observable r whose value at each configuration was randomly generated from a uniform distribution between 0 and 1; the density at the middle site ρ 8 ; and the current leaving the middle site J 8 . The random observable scales with the L 2 -norm error, because it is uncorrelated with the MPS approximation method, as expected from the discussion of observable error scaling in Appendix B. The current scales slightly above this, and the density lies even closer to the L 1 -norm error, indicating that there is some correlation between cTEBD's errors and these two observables. The L 1 -distance lies close to the maximum factor of 2 N/2 above the L 2 -distance and, as must be the case, all errors are bounded by the L 1 -distance.
We may isolate the Trotter error by using a χ large enough such that the truncation error is negligible. Also, it is always possible to efficiently calculate E + tr , introduced in Appendix C, which upper-bounds the cumulative L 1 -norm error due to truncation. The interplay between truncation and Trotter errors can be clearly seen in Fig. 6(b) , which shows that the L 1 -distance follows the Trotter error, until a time at which truncation errors become more significant, as indicated by the increasing bound. E + tr is an overestimate of E tr and after times of a few N it plateaus, as can be seen in Fig. 6(a) . As it is cumulative, the final value of E + tr can be used to bound the L 1 -distance between the cTEBD and exact probability distributions, and so all errors, up to this time.
Another consequence of E + tr being cumulative is that it has less relevance for much longer times, when the system approaches steady state, especially since the errors do not increase monotonically in time. Consider the evolution of the TASEP shown in Fig. 6(a) . Initially the system is in a specific configuration, in this case the empty lattice, which can be exactly represented by an MPS with χ = 1 and so there is zero error. In time, correlations are introduced into the system and the transient errors grow to a peak located at t ≈ N, before decreasing as the steady state is approached, suggesting that the steady state is particularly compressible. This shows that even though a low χ may not be sufficient to describe the transient behavior of the system accurately, it could still give accurate results in the steady state. This is because the TASEP is ergodic [62] and the Trotter approximation to the evolution operator in Eq. (8) appears to preserve this property. So through whichever states the low χ approximation to the transient behavior takes the system, whether this be erroneous or not, the approximation to the steady state will be the same.
For small systems we can use cTEBD to calculate any observable of the TASEP precisely, because by increasing χ, while still severely compressing the system, we can restrict the L 1 -norm error to small values. This is shown, for a time t = N near the peak in errors, in Fig. 6(c) . As χ is increased, truncation errors shrink until the errors are dominated by the Trotter error. Even though both the L 1 and L 2 -norm errors seem to decrease monotonically with χ, from Fig. 6(c) it is clear this is not necessarily the case for observable errors. This non-monotonic behavior arises because the correlation between errors in the probability vector and an observable's values may vary with χ.
The behavior of the errors in time, shown in Fig. 6(a) , suggests that the steady state is more compressible than the transient states. To confirm this we evolved the TASEP up to t = 100N by which time the system was effectively in the steady state. For this state, we show in Fig. 7(a) that errors can be driven down to the Trotter error for χ even as small as 4 when using a time-step δt = 10 −1 . To obtain more accurate results, δt can be decreased, and the results presented in cess of the cTEBD algorithm in describing the TASEP steady states accurately with an MPS of small χ stems from the rapid decay of the singular value spectra of the bipartite splittings of the probability distribution. In [48] an exact sMPS for every N-site TASEP steady state was obtained with a dimension χ = N + 1. From our discussion in Sec. (II B) we know an exact SVD-MPS must exist of a dimension less than or equal to that of an exact sMPS, and this can be constructed explicitly by repeatedly performing SVDs on the matrices of the sMPS given in [48] . By doing this we have plotted, in Fig. 7(c) , the spectra of singular values for the 20-site TASEP for a few values of α and β. The spectra decay super-exponentially before becoming integer zero after µ = N/2 + 1. Numerical tests suggest that this is the matrix dimension needed for an exact MPS. How these properties extend to larger systems is investigated in the next section.
VI. SCALABILITY
The calculation of the exact L 1 -distance is intractable for large systems. To overcome this we use three approaches to determine the accuracy of calculated expectation values: Firstly, in the steady state we compare expectation values calculated using cTEBD directly with exact analytical results; Secondly, away from steady state, we use E + tr to upper-bound the L 1 -distance; Finally, we show for specific observables that as χ is increased each expectation value converges.
With the first approach in mind, we simulated the TASEP on a 200-site lattice for a total time of 100N, enough to reach the steady state, which, from our analysis of small systems, is when we expect the most accurate results to be obtained. In Fig. 8(a) we have plotted a comparison between cTEBD and analytical expectation values for the density at a site close to the exiting boundary of the system. Even for such a large system the error is Trotter limited for a χ of 7. This observable is actually unusual. For the vast majority of expectation values considered, e.g. current, density and arbitrary two-site correlations, the Trotter error was reached for χ = 1, signifying the extreme compressibility of these states, also responsible for the success of mean field theory on these systems. It is also worth noting that the non-monotonic behavior of errors with χ, observed for smaller systems, is present for larger systems.
To understand this compressibility of the steady states it is instructive to calculate the bound on the L 1 -norm Λ, introduced in Eq. (6), using the method for calculating singular spectra from the exact stationary sMPS [48] , discussed in Sec. (V B). This gives us an upper-bound to the L 1 -distance that may be achieved by an SVD-MPS constructed in the way described in Appendix A. Although this construction is not exactly what is performed by cTEBD, the accuracy of both depend on the same properties. We have calculated Λ analytically and plotted the results in 8(b) for several system sizes. Except for some super-exponential decay when χ ≈ N/2 +1 it exhibits a nearly perfect exponential decay in χ and exponential increase in N of the form Λ = a N b −χ , with a = 1.0770 and b = 11.7797 respectively. Hence the MPS dimension needed to describe the steady state with errors less than Λ is given by χ = N log b (a) − log b Λ, as plotted in Fig. 8(c) . We find that accurate MPS approximations to the steady states of large systems can be obtained using a χ of order 10, due to the rapid decay of the singular value spectra of the steady states, in line with the cTEBD results we have obtained.
A potential limitation to the scalability of the cTEBD algorithm using the SVD is the exponential scaling with N of the prefactor bounding the L 1 -norm via the L 2 -norm, which appears in Eq. (6) . This indicates that in order to maintain a given bound on the L 1 -norm the simulation must be performed with exponentially increasing L 2 -norm accuracy with N. The extremely rapid decay of the singular spectrum for TASEP stationary states indicates that an L 1 -norm bound can be maintained by only a very moderate increase in χ. However, we note that in order to exploit this property it may be necessary to use higher precision arithmetic than the standard 64-bit double precision. Indeed, for even moderately large systems, above 50 sites or so, all but the first few singular values have a ratio to the largest that is below double machine precision. TEBD will not be able to reproduce these values. This is a similar problem to what was experienced in [35] for the Reaction-Diffusion model, but in our case numerical instabilities do not arise from this imprecision.
When away from the steady state, we cannot calculate the exact spectrum or expectation values. However, we can calculate E + tr and we have done this for a range of N and χ to produce Fig. 9(a) . The results show that to ensure a small error, a larger χ is needed for larger N. We can also deduce, for instance, that the error in calculating the expectation value of any observable for N = 50 using χ = 75 will not exceed 10 −4 . In light of this we have plotted in Fig. 9(b) the time-evolved current profile of an initially empty 50-site TASEP for a time t ≈ 5N using a χ of 100. The system fills up as particles injected into the first site hop across the system, and steady state values are almost reached by t = 5N. From E + tr we can be sure that all values are correct to a factor of 10 −5 , despite evolving through the transient behavior where the largest errors are expected to appear. Note that in this argument we have ignored the Trotter errors, which we have found to much smaller than the truncation errors, and are easily controlled by reducing δt.
Importantly, E + tr is an upper-bound, and so it is sufficient, but not necessary for it to take small values. As we saw in Fig. 6 (a) this upper-bound is often a gross overestimation of the actual L 1 -norm error as it is the cumulative sum of upperbounds to the L 1 -norm error in each two-site operation, as detailed in Appendix C. Motivated by this, we have used cTEBD to simulate the non-equilibrium dynamics of larger systems, for which E + tr alone could not guarantee accurate results. We considered how quickly expectation values converge with χ, and calculated this convergence for systems at t = N, which in the investigation of small systems was found to be a time close to that with the largest error. As shown in Fig. 9(c) , a numerically calculated expectation value for N = 100 converges such that the χ = 50 and 100 results differ only by a fraction of 10 −5 . So convergence occurs such that only a moderate χ is needed to accurately calculate the expectation value of this observable, even for transient states. This observable for which the results are plotted could, for example, be used to indicate the presence of a traffic jam with the TASEP used to model a single carriageway. Similar results were obtained for a range of observables, indicating that the cTEBD algorithm is able to accurately simulate the transient dynamics of the TASEP for these system sizes.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have investigated in detail the application of the TEBD algorithm to classical stochastic systems. A very reasonable approach to describe probability distributions is to use an sMPS [48] which is manifestly non-negative. We have shown that cTEBD can produce approximations to the dynamics of stochastic systems within the sMPS class by modifying only the factorization method, namely switching it to NMF. Unfortunately, current NMF algorithms find it difficult to locate accurate low rank solutions, due to the non-convexity of the factorization. However, issues of non-optimality due to the non-orthogonality of the MPS do not seem to cause problems, so if future algorithms overcome the former problem NMF-based cTEBD could become a practical option. The main approach explored here was to relax the constraint to be explicitly non-negative by using instead a general real MPS and applying the SVD method for the evolution in an essentially identical fashion to quantum problems. We showed that potential issues involving the proliferation of negativity and that the L 2 rather than L 1 -distance is minimized turn out not to present serious obstacles to the SVD-based algorithm for the system sizes considered.
With the TASEP as our test system, we demonstrated the accuracy and applicability of cTEBD for non-equilibrium systems. We focused our investigation on the behavior of errors with truncation χ and system size N. An interesting feature was the lack of a monotonic dependence of expectation value errors on χ, though in all cases considered, with system sizes up to the low hundreds, results converged. For the steady state, comparisons with analytically calculated expectation values were excellent and we obtained negligible errors for χ less than 10. Away from steady state we introduced an upperbound to the L 1 -distance, and thus all errors, which could be efficiently calculated as part of the algorithm when simulating any system, not just the TASEP. This was used to ensure that some of our 50-site simulations had negligible errors. Even for large systems for which this bound could not guarantee small errors, we found that expectation values converged for a large range of observables.
This work suggests that cTEBD is a viable candidate for studying the time-evolution of a large class of nonequilibrium stochastic systems whose dynamics are governed by a stochastic Hamiltonian consisting of at most two-site nearest-neighbor terms. Since cTEBD is easily adjusted to include many rates with time and space dependence as well as being extendable to network geometries with a bounded tree-width [63, 64] , it could prove to be a powerful simulation option. The accuracy of cTEBD shown here also indicates that there is great scope to adapt other more sophisticated MPS/tensor network methods to classical stochastic systems and extend simulations to higher dimensions. These include the use of matrix product operators to express the evolution for longer ranged processes [65] [66] [67] [68] and renormalization inspired variational techniques, which have already been used with great success for both stationary and dynamical calculations of quantum systems [49, 50] . Future work will investigate the performance of cTEBD and its extensions to a wider range of systems and geometries.
In this section we follow Vidal [13] left. This gives the following set of expansions
The expansion coefficients can be seen to define the tensors {A [ ] } of an MPS representation of | ψ by taking the last expansion of | ψ in Eq. (A1) and inserting all the others into it until no Schmidt states remain
The term in the parentheses is identical to the matrix product expansion of the amplitudes ψ i given in Eq. (1), but with all the summations written out explicitly. Truncating each summation (equivalent to truncating the Schmidt decomposition or SVD) to χ terms results in |ψ , an approximate MPS of dimension χ.
While the full product of matrices {A [ ]i } generates | ψ , a partial product up to a site instead forms an MPS of a left
The orthonormality of the left Schmidt states results in all the tensors {A [ ] } derived from this construction obeying a left orthonormality property [18] d−1 
If we were to apply the left procedure up to and including site and the right procedure up to an including site + 1 then the resulting MPS would be of the form 
by forming the two-site tensor about the orthogonality centre
It is only for this pair of sites, or ( − 1, ) and ( + 1, + 2) adjacent to the orthogonality centre, that a tensor of amplitudes for | ψ can be formed from components of the MPS in Eq. (A4), such that all indices correspond to orthonormal states. As discussed in Sec. (III C) moving the orthogonality centre, so as to ensure that it is always located adjacent to any pair of sites on which a two-site operator is applied, is essential for the optimality of the subsequent SVD decimation.
Appendix B: Observable errors
Here, we consider how the errors in calculating an observable using an approximate probability distribution, such as that given by a truncated MPS, should scale with the L 1 and L 2 -distances. Let | P be the exact probability vector and | Q be an approximate probability vector. Now consider an observable O taking a value O i for each configuration i. Since the expectation value is calculated as O P = ∑ i O i P i , the difference between the expected values of the observable, calculated using the two probability vectors is then
The worst case scenario for this error is that the observable values and the values of the probability error for each configuration are correlated such that each term in the sum is of the same sign. In this case the magnitude of the error can equal its upper-bound
So the error in calculating an expectation value of an observable is always bounded by the L 1 -norm error. However, for errors to scale as badly as this requires complete correlation between the approximation method and the observable. For many observables we expect no such correlation and it is instructive to consider how observable errors typically scale in this case. This typical scaling would be revealed by calculating the expected value of the magnitude of the observable error Eq. (B1), averaging over all possible pairings of observable values O i with errors P i − Q i . An approximation to this, which we can calculate analytically, is the average over all ways of replacing the set {O i } by a sample of 2 N values from itself. This is equivalent to replacing each O i by a random variableÔ which takes values from the original {O i } with equal probability, and hence its mean and variance, E[Ô] and Var [Ô] , are the mean and variance of {O i }. This replacement is typically a good approximation for observables like current, density and other correlations. Then, normalizing | Q such that ∑ i Q i = 1, we make the substitution of O i forÔ in Eq. (B1) and find its expected value and variance to be
It then follows that
where SD means the standard deviation. This scales with the L 2 rather than the L 1 -norm error, and we conclude that if there is no correlation between observable values and the approximation method then typically the observable error will scale with the L 2 -norm error. An example of this is shown in Fig. 6(a) . Note that due to the possibility of negative probabilities the normalization ∑ i Q i = 1 is not always the same as ||| Q || 1 = 1.
where η W and η H are appropriately chosen descent step-sizes. For the L 1 -norm the relevant derivatives are
where ∆ ij = (Θ − W H T ) ij is an element of the residual matrix. Under these update rules there is no explicit preservation of the non-negativity of W and H so typically a projection of the updated matrices is made to the positive orthant at each descent step by setting any negative elements to zero. Furthermore there is no preservation of the unit L 1 -norm of Θ within the approximation W H T so this too has to be explicitly enforced [69] . Gradient descent can also be formulated for the L 2 -norm and the KL divergence. However, by making step sizes η W and η H depend on the matrix element being minimized via specially chosen functions of the current matrices W and H, so-called multiplicative algorithms can be derived [47, 60] . For the KL divergence the updates to be applied are
Under these transformations the KL divergence is nonincreasing and is invariant if and only if W and H are at a stationary point [60] .
Overall, we find that the above NMF algorithms are highly sensitive to the initial conditions. This means that to get reasonable results many random restarts are required and considerable fluctuations in the final cost function value are observed. They also often show slow convergence (if at all) and are generally much slower than the SVD. For the most relevant case of the L 1 -norm cost function we have found that using a random initial matrix driven to a KL divergence solution often provides a much higher quality result than simply applying the gradient descent to random initial matrices. Despite this, however, we have found that, for our task, the SVD is superior to current NMF algorithms not only at moderate truncations but also at identifying when a near exact low-rank solution exists [74] . This is an essential ingredient of an effective decimation algorithm.
